The World Novelty
of the rodent attractants!

NARA Family
®

Allergen-free rodent attractants
“NARA Liquid is one of the most attractive baits I have ever tested. The
luring effect is immensely high and I think it is an ideal alternative and
complement for daily use of any Pest Controller, especially in today’s
environment of rising food standards and non-toxic legislations.“
Dr. Andreas Prokop, Research & Development, Neudorff GmbH KG
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APPLICATION
NARA BLOC is a HIGH-TECH, NON
NARA BLOC is a HIGH-TECH, NON
TOX BAIT and MONITORING LURE
TOXIC BAIT and MONITORING LURE
for RATS and MICE, consisting of an
for RATS and MICE, consisting of an
aromatized special synthetic.
aromatized special synthetic.

ADVANTAGES
ADVANTAGES
✓ High attractiveness for rodents, espe ✓ Highly attractive to rodents,
cially mice.
especially mice.
✓ Long durability depending on location
✓ Long durability depending on location
of deployment at least three months.
of deployment at least three months.
✓ Allergen-free and therefore ideally sui ✓ Allergen-free and therefore ideally
ted for use in the food industry.
suited for use in the food industry.
✓ Noinfestation ofthelurebyinsects(flour
✓ No infestation of the lure by insects
beetle, sawtoothed grain beetle, cockroa (flour beetle, sawtoothed grain beetle,
ches
etc.) as is theetc.)
case unlike
with standard
lures.
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standard
lures.
✓ For the use in wet areas
excellently
✓ For use in wet areas ideally suited.
suited. No mould formation or decompo No mould formation or
sition
due to humidity.
decomposition
due to humidity.
✓ Distinction between rat and mouse
✓ Distinguish between rat and mouse
based on gnawing traces.
based on gnawing traces.
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NARA LIQUID
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APPLICATION
APPLICATION

APPLICATION
APPLICATION

NARA LURE is a HIGH TECH, NON TOX
NARA LURE is a HIGH TECH, NON
BAIT for RATS and MICE
TOXIC BAIT for RATS and MICE

NARA LIQUID is a HIGH TECH, NON TOX
NARA LIQUID is a HIGH TECH, NON
ACUTE BAIT for RATS and MICE. It is es
TOXIC ACUTE BAIT for RATS and MICE.
pecially suited for deployment in dry
It is especially suited for deployment in
areas.
dry areas.

ADVANTAGES
ADVANTAGES
✓ High attractiveness
for mice. Due to
✓ Highly attractive to mice. Due to it’s

its “mushroom form” it increases the suc
“mushroom form” it increases the
cess
of catching
small/light
mice. mice.
success
of catching
small/light
✓ Long durability depended on location
✓ Long durability depended on location
of deployment at least three months.
of deployment at least three months.
✓ Allergen-free and therefore ideally
✓ Allergen-free and therefore ideally
suited for use in the food industry.
suited for use in the food industry.
✓ No infestation of the lure by insects
✓ No infestation of the lure by insects
(flour beetle, sawtoothed grain beetle,
(flour beetle, sawtoothed grain beetle,
cockroaches
etc.)etc.)
as isunlike
the case
with stan
cockroaches
standard
lures. dard lures.
✓ For use in wet areas ideally suited.
✓ For
useformation
in wet areas
excellently
No the
mould
or
suited.
No mould formation
or decompo decomposition
due to humidity.

ADVANTAGES
ADVANTAGES
✓ Suited among others for Kness rat
✓ Suitable for Kness rat snap traps

snap traps and Kness mouse snap traps.
and Kness mouse snap traps.
✓ High attractiveness
for rodents, es ✓ High attractiveness for rodents,
pecially rats and mice.
especially rats and mice.
✓ Available in three different aromas.
✓ Available in three different aromas.
✓ Irresistible maximum attractiveness
✓ Irresistible maximum attractiveness
for acute pest control measures.
for acute pest control measures.
✓ Suited especially for dry areas.
✓ Suited especially for dry areas.

sition due to humidity.
Available in Meaty, Fishy or Vanilla aromas.

Success with NARA LIQUID (experience report from the company Blattaria)
Scenario: Deployment of 40 pcs. rat snap traps in outdoor bait stations.
Control 2 days after deployment

Control 2 days later

Control 2 days later

Result: 19 rats trapped.

Result: 21 rats trapped.

Result: 6 rats trapped.

Traps emptied and reset

Traps emptied and reset

Traps emptied and reset

To order a D2K Product contact us at:
Supplier:

D2K Ltd. - Head Office
50 State Highway 5
Rotorua 3073 – NZ
Phone:
+64 (0)7 2131317
Email:
info@desigend2kill.info
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